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Candidates talk about sharing
By SIGGI and WILL
Last Friday, at allschool in the Finer Building, Shellizabeth Warren and Jill swine talked about sharing. Jill Swine
said you don’t have to share if you don’t want to. Shellizabeth Warren said everybody should share. We will vote,
because we want the animal we agree with to win. We will check the box.

Sharing common
among friends
By LUNA and JACK

Some things are yours, others are not
By MELA and ZEKE
Owning something means somebody gives something to you. Then you own it.
Roberta is our stuffy in the Mups. Everybody is allowed to hold it. Your
backpack is yours. You are only allowed to hold it.

Sharing is when you let
someone use something
that’s yours. You share
when you want to or
because you have to. You
share, because it makes
other people happy.
People share with their
friends.
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Maeve likes
Shellizabeth Warren
By NASIR and KAI

On September 21, in the upstairs
hallway, we interviewed Maeve.
She said she is not sure, but she
thinks she is voting for
Shellizabeth Warren. She is not
voting for Jill Swine. She is
voting for Shellizabeth Warren,
because people should share, but
there might be exceptions.
Exceptions mean that you can
get away with it.

Rosa wants turtle
By LUCAS and LUELLA

On September 21, we
interviewed Rosa from
Mums. She wants the
turtle for president. She
wants this president,
because she is helpful.
Rosa has blond hair and
she is tall.
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Who’s Winning?
By AVERY, GRADY, and LEO

Jill Swine was at 37 and jumped to 53.
Compared to Shellizabeth Warren who was at
59 and is at 42 right now. Jill Swine is winning
this week. Maybe because people are afraid
that if they share their things they might brake
than people that are not? Since the undecided
is at 30 if they took Jill Swine she would be at
83 but if they took Shellizabeth Warren she
would be at 72, so either one could win.

Jill Swine Supporters - What are they thinking?
By ELIOT, ADA, FINN, and EVELYN

Most Jill swine supporters do not bring a lot of things from home.
Our numbers are 29 for no and 21 for yes. Half of Jill Swine
upporters get enough sleep. Our numbers are 26 yes 24 no, and 2
can’t tell.
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Shellizabeth Warren supporters want other people to share with them
By RAQUEL, AVA, SNOWDEN, and MILES

Yes they do get enough sleep and no, they don’t bring in a lot of things. We
think that people don’t bring in a lot, but their friends do and they want their
friends to share with them. Their friends probably voted for Jill Swine.

Undecided
Voters
By SOME MIDDLES

More undecided voters
don’t bring in things
from home. I think
these voters don’t care
about the issue. Well it
seems that most of the
undecided voters think
that they do not get
enough sleep (they must
get to school late!).
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You don’t have to share, but you can
By MAGGIE

You shouldn’t have to share, because some things
are special to you. I think that Jill Swine is better,
because she didn’t say you have to share and she
didn’t say you can’t share. If I brought my stuffy
Wilbur that my mom passed down to me, I should
say it’s really special to me. If people are feeling sad
that they can’t share your special stuffy, they can ask
if they can borrow somebody else’s stuffy.

Sharing is caring
By OLIVIA
I think we should share, because someone could feel left out and sharing is
caring. If I brought a stuffed animal in, at choice time I should share with
everyone in my class, because it would not be fair if I didn’t and so
everyone can feel good. If you want to later you can, but if you don’t want
to share, you don’t have to bring it out of your backpack.

Kids might not want to share
By THEODORE

You should not share at school. At sharing time, kids
might not want to share, then, things they are afraid that
something might break. They might keep them in a
special place.

Sharing is nice
By IVY
I think we should share, because I think it’s nicer to share. It’s nicer, because then
you would say that someone can have your stuffy and that’s nice to say that. You
have to share, because people might want the stuffy. If it’s special, I think you still
have to share, because even if it’s special you should share, because it’s nice.
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Robbery in
Mup Valley
By LLEWYN

Llewyn, Siggi, Jack, and Zeke
raided a bank on Friday the
16th of September. They stole
15 dollars from an innocent
citizen. Lucas robbed the
bank too. Nobody knows
where they came from.

Lots of different
weather this week
By NOLA

Today is a cloudy and rainy day at the
Center School. Tomorrow is going to
be sunny and partly cloudy.
Wednesday will be hot and very sunny.
Thursday will be cloudy and then rainy
in the afternoon. Friday will be hot and
sunny all day long. Saturday will be
rainy. Sunday will be partly cloudy
with a 50% chance of rain.

